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Measuring the A

reting Stellar and Intermediate Mass Bla k Hole Populations

in the Galaxy and Lo al Group

The population of stellar bla k holes (SBHs) in the Galaxy and galaxies generally is poorly
known in both number and distribution. SBHs are the fossil re ord of the massive stars
in galaxy evolution and may have produ ed some (if not all) of the intermediate mass
> 100M ) bla k holes (IMBHs) and, in turn, the entral supermassive bla k holes (SMBHs)
(
in gala ti nu lei. For the rst time, a Galaxy-wide ensus of a reting bla k holes, and their
more readily re ognizable tra er population, a reting neutron stars (NSs), an be measured.
The key questions are:
1. What are the distributions and numbers of a retion-powered SBHs (vs. NSs) in the
Galaxy and IMBHs in the Lo al Group?
2. Are ultra-luminous X-ray sour es (ULXs) in nearby galaxies a reting IMBHs?
3. How do a reting SBHs vs. NSs produ e jets, and are isolated SBHs or IMBHs in giant
mole ular louds dete table by their Bondi a retion?
Tra ing Stellar to Supermassive Bla k Holes

It is in reasingly lear that bla k holes are fundamental to the lives of galaxies and the
energeti s of the Universe. While the Big Pi ture is dominated by the overwhelming role
that supermassive bla k holes (SMBHs) play in the formation and feedba k on growth of
entral bulges in galaxies, it is likely that the SMBHS are built in part by their stellar bla k
hole (SBH) building blo ks. The growth to SMBHs almost ertainly in ludes mergers of
SBHs in dense lusters (Portegies Zwart et al 2006) that may produ e intermediate mass
BHs (IMBHs), with masses  100 1000 M . These an augment the mergers in gala ti
nu lei to build up SMBHs. Likewise, the SBH population itself is partly driven by the
neutron star (NS) population in galaxies and, parti ularly, in dense stellar lusters: NSNS mergers to SBHs are then ommon, and produ e short Gamma-ray bursts (Grindlay,
Portegies Zwart and M Millan 2006)). The as ade of dependen ies on lower mass ompa t
obje ts as building blo ks likely ends there, sin e a retion indu ed ollapse to form NSs is
less likely than SNIa's for a reting (or merging) white dwarfs.
Tra ing the hierar hi al growth of SBHs to SMBHs an be initiated by the populations
of SBH and IMBH systems that are themselves revealed when they a rete from binary
ompanions. X-ray binaries, both with low mass and high mass donors (LMXBs and HMXBs,
respe tively), are then the markers for bla k hole seeds and evolution in galaxies. But the
> 99% of the
very a retion pro esses that make them visible render them very mu h fainter 
time: a retion instabilities in their a retion disks shuto the ow for either longterm deep
quies en e or haoti but usually short duty y le transient outbursts. Thus the study of
bla k hole demographi s within galaxies demands the wide- eld view and quasi- ontinuous
monitoring that a hard X-ray imaging sky survey an provide as well as study.
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These same new, more sensitive, survey apabilities an also probe what ould be the
last reservoir of BHs and possibly IMBHs in the Galaxy: those whi h must be undergoing
Bondi a retion from Giant Mole ular Clouds (GMCs), without binary ompanions, to be
< 20 00 sour e positions and followup sensitive
revealed as hard X-ray sour es. With initial 
< 0.2 00 ) and spe tros opy, ba kground AGN and binary
soft-medium X-ray and IR imaging (
ompanion an be eliminated for the most promising andidates. These may in lude IMBHs
postulated to be in the gala ti halo as remnant ores from sub-halo mergers (Volonteri and
Perna 2005).
What we now know

Over 20 a retion-powered SBHs in binary X-ray sour es are on rmed in the Galaxy by
dynami al mass measurements of
radial velo ities of their se ondary
ompanions (Remillard and M Clinto k 2006). These SBHs have
all been dis overed as relatively lu> 1036 erg s 1 ) and
minous (Lx 
> 100mCrab) sour es. All
bright (
but the original SBH prototype,
Cyg X-1, are transients (though
with di ering duty y les) and
have been dis overed at rates of
 0:5 1/y ever sin e the bright
prototype, A0620-00, was dis overed (Elvis et al 1975). Most
of these have had only 1-3 transient outbursts in the 35 year
history of moderately (in) omplete
sky overage, so their typi al re urren e time is probably 20y. An- Fig. 1.| Spe tral states (left) and orresponding power density
other 20 sour es, with similar X- spe tra (right) for the three states (steep power law, thermal and
ray properties (see below) and re- hard) of the SBH GROJ1655-40 (from Remillard and M Clinto k
urren e times are also probably 2006).
SBHs though some (despite the absen e of thermonu lear bursts, only
possible on the solid surfa es of NSs) ould be a reting NS-LMXBs.
The gala ti SBHs have relatively distin t X-ray spe tral omponents, a soft thermal
part asso iated with the a retion disk and one or more harder omponents whi h an extend
> 100 keV and whose origin is still ontroversial. Variations in these spe tral omponents
to 
also orrelate with short times ale variability properties and presen e or absen e of quasi
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periodi os illations (QPOs). The low frequen y QPOs, with frequen ies generally 0.1 30Hz, orrelate strongly with spe tral state (Fig. 1) and an rea h 20% rms power values,
generally in reasing with energy (up to the typi ally 20 keV limits imposed by medium
energy observations.
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These spe tral-temporal properties are generally distin t from those for omparably luminous a reting NSs. The SBH systems are also strikingly orrelated in their X-ray spe tral
states with well de ned transitions
in the X-ray spe tral hardness vs.
VHS/IS
Hard LS
HS Soft
intensity diagram (see Fig. 2),
when rossing the \jet line", to produ tion of non-thermal radio emitΓ>2
Γ<2
ting jets, revealed by their power
ii
law spe tra and spatially resolved
iii
emission. This striking jet transition is marked by timing and
spe tral hanges whi h appear to
iv
i
s ale with BH mass, and radio:Xiv
i
ii
ray oupling may in fa t s ale over
iii
7 orders of magnitude to apply to
AGN (Fal ke, Kording and Marko Fig. 2.| Hardness (ratio hard/soft ux) vs. intensity diagram,
2004). Compa t jets also found in reasing upwards and to right, for observed behaviour of SBHs
in the low hard state with syn- whi h produ e radio and non-thermal jets when rossing the \jet
hrotron spe tra and turnover fre- line" (from Fender, Belloni and Gallo 2004).
quen ies in the near-IR (Corbel
and Fender 2002) are reminis ent
of the self-absorbed jets onsidered (Blandford and Konigl 1979) for at-spe trum AGNs.
Our knowledge of the spatial distribution of SBHs is limited by low statisti s but nevertheless points to a disk and Bulge distribution. The long-re ognized ex ess of luminous
LMXBs (both NS and SBHs) in an \extended" (5Æ ) Bulge distribution likely is onne ted
to the radial distribution of mu h fainter (Lx 1031 33 erg s 1 ) sour es dis overed initially
with deep Chandra pointings (Muno et al 2003) and now tra ed to extend to mu h larger
> 4Æ ) radii (Hong et al 2009). Although these sour es likely are dominated by the more
(
numerous a reting magneti white dwarfs (CVs), a signi ant fra tion are probably quies> 1040 erg s 1 , in
ent NS and SBH-LMXBs. There are no ULX sour es, de ned here as Lx 
the Galaxy and thus andidate IMBHs, though SS433 and possibly Cyg X-3 are ontenders
if beaming orre tions are in luded.
The largest sour e of onfusion in the SBH population is the mu h larger population
of NSs in LMXBs in their low luminosity (quies ent) states. These qLMXBs, undergoing
minimal a retion in a ordan e with long term instability y les, show hard PL spe tra
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similar to SBH-LMXBs in their Hard state. This non-thermal spe tral form for NS-qLMXBs
is parti ularly dominant for a reting millise ond pulsars, whi h an be re ognized by their
oherent pulsations when in outburst. Their QPO power spe tra are also separable (showing
strong twin peak QPOs) from SBH systems, so that temporal analysis is needed to isolate
the NS from SBH population. This distin tion is possible in wide- eld hard X-ray imaging
survey data for moderately bright (10-100mCrab) sour es and QPOs are readily dete ted
< 300 mCrab) sour es even during s anning observations.
in bright (
What is needed to disentangle the NS, SBH and IMBH Populations?

Given the \language" of a reting SBHs (Figs. 1 and 2), and the ba kground \sea" of faint
sour es, whi h must in lude untold numbers of quies ent SBH-LMXBs (and NS-LMXBs), a
sensitive hard X-ray imaging, spe tros opi and timing survey is needed to unravel the sour e
populations. In order to re ognize transients with a range of duty y les and durations,
< 3h times ales. An energy band extending to
wide- eld (full sky) overage is needed on 
at least 100 keV an allow a omplete hara terization of the hard omponent, and lower
energy limit of 5keV ensures that the presen e of the soft thermal omponent ( f. Fig.
1) an be established and its parameters measured. The primary dis overy hannel, hard
< 5 0 spatial resolution to disentangle > 30mCrab sour es in the
X-ray imaging, must have 

< 5-20 00 to enable
rowded entral Gala ti Bulge and it must lo ate sour es (when bright) to 
opti al/IR (OIR) identi ations. It should be able to respond to outbursts whi h may last
only 1-2days (e.g. the pe uliar hard X-ray \nova" CI-Cam (Belloni et al 1999) and ondu t
prompt OIR imaging and spe tros opy to dire tly identify the systems. And it should have
high time resolution to distinguish the unique signatures of SBHs vs. NSs. These in lude
the hara teristi power spe tra and QPOs of SBHs (Fig. 1) and sensitivity to X-ray bursts,
and/or millise ond vs. longer period pulsations that immediately identify NSs a reting in
LMXB or HMXB systems. Finally, to be able to dete t ULX sour es with Lx 1040 erg s 1 in
Lo al Group galaxies at 3-4 Mp distan es requires sensitivities 0.5 - 1mCrab in the 20100 keV band. This is omparable to that needed to dete t SBHs in low-hard states or
undergoing faint transient outbursts at Lx 5 x 1034 erg s 1 in the gala ti enter region.
In order to identify, and further hara terize SBHs and IMBHs (dete ted as ULXs), the
survey is further required to ondu t higher sensitivity (narrow- eld, fo using) imaging and
spe tros opy at 0.1 - 10 keV to measure their low energy absorption olumn (NH) to guide
simultaneous OIR imaging and spe tros opy for sour e identi ation in obs ured or rowded
< 0.2 00 resolution
elds. The nal OIR imaging and spe tros opy must be ondu ted with 
for se ure identi ations.
And nally, to isolate NSs from the SBH sample, photon event timing is required with
< 0.1mse absolute timing to dete t either oherent pulsations or kHz QPOs. For suÆ iently

faint sour es, NS vs. SBH distin tion may only be possible with the followup pointings of
a sensitive soft-medium energy X-ray teles ope (and OIR teles ope) that are needed in any
ase for sour e identi ation.
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S ien e from a SBH/IMBH survey that

ould EXIST

With a dedi ated hard X-ray imaging survey, signi antly more sensitive and thus able to
speed up dete tions of SBHs (and NSs, and all other sour es...) as ompared to urrent wideeld gala ti plane surveys with Swift/BAT or INTEGRAL/IBIS (Kuulkers et al 2007), an
ex iting range of new s ien e on demographi s (and physi s) of bla k holes in the Galaxy
and Lo al Group be omes possible. Here we itemize some of the results that would likely
arise from a survey with the instrument omplement and mission urrently in nal phases of
an Astrophysi s Strategi Mission Con ept (ASMC) Study: the newly-designed (for ASMC)
Energeti X-ray Imaging Survey Teles ope, EXIST, see Appendix.
SBH Spe tral States Survey:
> 4mCrab,
Every 3h (2 orbits), all known SBHs and all possible andidates with F(5-100keV) 
> 3 X 1035 erg s 1 at
orresponding to Lx 
the Gala ti Center, would have its spe trum measured and approximate spe tral
state (Figs. 1 and 2) established. Sour es
found to have very high states, with PL index 2.5, are likely SBH andidates, as may
be those with steep/soft + hard omponents.
< 2) are
Only Hard state (PLs with index 
possible NS systems, whi h are identi ed either through the dete tion of pulsations/Xray bursts or by the ombination of spe tral
and timing parameters. At low luminosities,
SBH and NS transients an be very similar and only distinguished if they show state Fig. 3.| Sensitivity of EXIST (red) for a 3000s
transitions or X-ray bursts. By ontinuous pointing or 10 orbits of s anning overage on the
overage with ne imaging and spe tros opy SBH GRS1915+105 and its 67Hz QPO, with 10Hz
for 2y, and then nearly ontinuous (daily) width. The rms vs. energy a tually observed with
overage for 3y more, the full SBH atalog RXTE (Morgan et al 1997) are the blue points.
for the Galaxy will be assembled.
SBH Temporal States Survey:
The same survey observations just des ribed will yield the rst truly ontinuous sampling of
timing properties of SBHs, whi h are intimately onne ted to the spe tral variations. For the
brightest sour es, low- frequen ies QPOs an be dete ted, but also the elusive high-frequen y
QPOs, probably dire tly onne ted to the Keplerian motion of matter lose to the bla k-hole
an be dete ted (as shown in Fig. 3 for GRS 1915+105). NS QPOs are known to show a
very di erent timing phenomenology and they will be easily identi ed in the sample. The
S/N for broader QPOs in SBHs an be improved by o-adding power spe tra from several
orbits or from the pointings that will o ur for GRB and bright transient followups during
the s anning survey mission phase (2y) and followup pointed mission phase (3y).
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First ontinuous SBH vs. NS Survey:
A key goal for the Gala ti and Lo al Group BH survey is to dete t and hara terize transients as plausible SBH or IMBH andidates. For the Galaxy, the number of new SBH
> 100. The
transients expe ted over 5y is at least 5-10 ( onservatively), and more likely 
lower value is straight extrapolation of the overage of \ lassi al" X-ray astronomy for the
> 1 Crab at peak; with typi al de ay times of 30d) o past 40y with luminous transients (
urring at rates of 0.5 - 1/yr. However EXIST would be at least 10X more sensitive and,
equally important, has signi antly larger duty y le to be on sour e for short-times ale outbursts. EXIST would measure the (PL?) distribution of outburst amplitudes and durations
of SBHs, whi h will onstrain the total SBH population. In the past de ade, a reting millise ond pulsars have been dis overed and asso iated with relatively weak NS transients. The
survey apabilities of EXIST will o er the unique ombination of dis overy of any outburst
from new systems and the dete tion of pulsations by overing their full outburst.
First ontinuous ULX/IMBH Survey in Lo al Group:
Both the 2y s anning and then 3y pointing mission phases of EXIST would allow the rst
ontinuous survey for outbursts of known IMBHs in the Lo al Group. The EXIST sensitivity
is suÆ ient to dete t the known ULX sour es and andidate IMBHs, within M33 and M82,
over 0.9mo and 2.8mo integration times for their quies ent ux values of 0.8 and 0.4mCrab
(2-10 keV) orresponding to Lx 9 x 1039 erg s 1 for both. The ULX in Holmberg IX, with
quies ent ux 0.2mCrab and Lx 3 x 1039 erg s 1 ould be dete ted on a 9mo times ale.
Flaring outbursts from any of these will be dete ted on shorter times ales. These sour es have
only been ever observed sporadi ally with pointed soft X-ray teles opes (ROSAT, Chandra
and XMM) so little is known about their long term variability of aring states.
First full-sky Survey for IMBHs and SBHs in GMCs:
Finally, the long-dis ussed possibility (e.g. Grindlay 1978, Agol and Kamionkowski 2002)
that isolated IMBHs ould be dete ted undergoing Bondi a retion from giant mole ular
louds (GMCs) in the gala ti plane ould be tested. For spheri al a retion onto an IMBH
of mass M moving at velo ity V through a GMC with parti le density n ( m 3 ) of Hydrogen
with proton mass mp, the Bondi a retion rate is M_ = 4 nmp (GM)2 /V3 . For a halo remnant
IMBH with velo ity V = 100 km/s and mass M = 103 M and GMC ( ore) gas density n =
105 m 3 , this would then give an a retion luminosity, assuming a ( onservative) a retion
eÆ ien y  = 10 4, Lx 5 x 1035  4 M23 /V3100 , where subs ripts denote the assumed s aling
values. With a 2y full sky s anning survey sensitivity of Fx(5-100keV) 0.06mCrab = 3 x
10 12 erg m 2 s 1 , the orresponding distan e su h a IMBH-GMC ould be dete ted is d 40
kp , so the entire Galaxy disk (and beyond) and GMC distribution ould be surveyed. Given
< 103 ?) and small lling fa tor, no
the likely small number of IMBHs in the Galaxy halo (
dete tions are likely. However for SBHs, with M = 10M and V = 10km/s, the M2 /V3 fa tor
in reases by a fa tor of 10 and so the survey for isolated SBHs in dense louds be omes very
feasible even for a retion eÆ ien ies 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller. Thus the population
of isolated stellar mass BHs passing through spiral arms and GMCs or dense louds in the
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disk should be dete table as a population of hard sour es with low energy uto s, and for
whi h IR imaging and spe tra would not reveal them to be LMXBs or ba kground AGN.
Appendix: Brief Des ription of EXIST:

EXIST (see http://exist.gsf .nasa.gov/) is a LEO mission (600km, i =15/deg) with a primary wideeld survey High Energy Teles ope (HET) employing a 4.5m2 imaging (0.6mm pixels) Cd-Zn-Te
(CZT) dete tor array sensitive over the 5-600 keV band. This views the sky through a 7m2 oded
< 20 00 (90% on den e radii)
mask 2m above the dete tor plane to a hieve 2 0 imaging resolution and 
sour e positions within a 90Æ X 70Æ FoV. Two narrow- eld imaging teles opes and spe trometers
are in luded to ondu t the required prompt opti al-IR and soft X-ray sour e identi ations and
followup studies. A 1.1m teles ope opti al-IR teles ope (IRT), with simultaneous opti al (0.3 0.9m) and IR (0.9 - 2.3) imaging (0.15 00 pixels) and spe tros opy (R = 30 or 3000), a hieves high
sensitivity (AB = 24 in 100s, enabled by ooling (-30C) the primary/se ondary mirror to a hieve
zodia al light-limited ba kgrounds. The Soft X-ray Imager (SXI), proposed to be ontributed by
Italy, is signi antly more sensitive than the XRT on Swift. The proposed 5y mission would spend
the rst 2y ontinuously s anning the sky (full sky every 2 orbits, or 3h), interrupted by Gamma-ray
Bursts (GRBs) 2X per day whi h are imaged in real time (10-20se ) by HET to then slew the
spa e raft to point the HET, SXI and IRT on the GRB position for sour e imaging identi ation
and prompt redshift measurement. After a 2y s anning survey (HET and SXI), EXIST would be
in pointed mode for the next 3y to followup with high sensitivity observations of survey sour es.
> 90% of the sky ea h day. During the s anning mission, the full sky is
The HET would still over 
imaged to 5 sensitivity F(5-100keV) 4mCrab per 2 orbits, with total equivalent on-axis exposure
8.4min on any sour e. For omparison with INTEGRAL/IBIS, whi h a hieves F(20-60 keV) 7
mCrab in 3.5h of on-axis exposure for a single 10Æ FoV (Kuulkers et al 2007), EXIST would rea h
the same sensivity over the full-sky every 8 orbits, or 0.5day of elapsed ( lo k) time.
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